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Synonyms

Component benchmark; Functional benchmark;
Test

Definition

A microbenchmark is either a program or routine
to measure and test the performance of a single
component or task. Microbenchmarks are used to
measure simple and well-defined quantities such
as elapsed time, rate of operations, bandwidth,
or latency. Typically, microbenchmarks were as-
sociated with the testing of individual software
subroutines or lower-level hardware components
such as the CPU and for a short period of time.
However, in the BigData scope, the term mi-
crobenchmarking is broadened to include the
cluster – group of networked computers – acting
as a single system, as well as the testing of
frameworks, algorithms, logical and distributed
components, for a longer period and larger data
sizes.

Overview

Microbenchmarks constitute the first line of per-
formance testing. Through them, we can ensure
the proper and timely functioning of the different
individual components that make up our system.
The term micro, of course, depends on the prob-
lem size. In BigData we broaden the concept
to cover the testing of large-scale distributed
systems and computing frameworks. This chap-
ter presents the historical background, evolution,
central ideas, and current key applications of the
field concerning BigData.

Historical Background

Origins and CPU-Oriented Benchmarks
Microbenchmarks are closer to both hardware
and software testing than to competitive bench-
marking, opposed to application-level – macro
– benchmarking. For this reason, we can trace
microbenchmarking influence to the hardware
testing discipline as can be found in Sumne
(1974). Furthermore, we can also find influence
in the origins of software testing methodology
during the 1970s, including works such
as Chow (1978). One of the first examples of
a microbenchmark clearly distinguishable from
software testing is the Whetstone benchmark
developed during the late 1960s and published
later by Curnow and Wichmann (1976).

The Whetstone benchmark is considered the
first general-purpose benchmark suite that helped
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later to set industry standards in computer perfor-
mance (Longbottom 2017). The first implemen-
tations of the benchmark were composed of a
set of ALGOL and FORTRAN routines with the
intention of comparing computer architectures
and optimizing compilers (Longbottom 2017), in
this case, by measuring the number floating point
instructions per second of a system. LINPACK
is another representative microbenchmark exam-
ple from the late 1970s (Dongarra et al. 2003).
LINPACK is still in use primarily in its parallel
version – HPL – in high-performance computing
(HPC) environments (A. Petitet 2004) and in the
supercomputing Top500 list (TOP500.org 1993).

Another example of a benchmark with a
long track of revisions and still in use today
is the family of SPEC CPU benchmarks.
SPEC CPU was standardized and is maintained
by the Standard Performance Evaluation
Corporation (SPEC 1989), and it is frequently
used in official and academic publications (Nair
and John 2008; Cantin and Hill 2001). Another
early benchmark is UnixBench (1983), in this
case, a suite or collection of different benchmarks
including those from the Whetstone to graphics
card microbenchmarks.

Disk and Network
Unlike HPC and CPU benchmarking, we can
characterize BigData – at least the open source-
based frameworks, as being GNU/Linux-based,
64-bit x86 architecture deployments over com-
modity hardware. As in BigData, the main bot-
tlenecks were initially found in the storage and
networking layers (Poggi et al. 2014). Due to
being readily available, and already part of the
system administration routines, the first level of
benchmarking in a BigData system typically in-
volves using popular Unix testing tools. In this
category, we find the network testing tools such
as ping (1983) and traceroute (1987) and disk
management utilities including dd (1985) and hd-
parm (1994) available for most common Linux
distributions. After network testing tools, we can
find system benchmarks developed by the com-
munity, most notably in the disk/file system cate-
gory: Bonnie (bonnie circa 1989), one of the first
disk benchmarks with a later 64-bit for Bonnie++

fork (bonnie++ 1999); IOzone another file system
benchmark utility (iozone 2002); and Flexible
I/O Tester (FIO), which was used in 2012 to
set the world record in IOPS (benchmark 2012
IOPS world record) and continues to be popular
among storage manufacturers. On networking,
netperf by Hewlett-Packard (HP) (netperf 1995)
has been a popular tool during the late 1990s and
early 2000s. Another widely used tool involves
the different versions of iperf (2003) still widely
used in the field.

BigData

In the beginning there was Sorting (Rabl and Baru
2014)

While preceding the BigData era, we can track
the influence of the sort benchmark in the original
MapReduce paper proposed by Google (Dean
and Ghemawat 2004). The sort benchmark led by
Jim Gray in an industry-academia collaboration
was first introduced in 1985 to measure the input-
output (I/O) of a computer system (Anon et al.
1985) as part of the DebitCredit database bench-
mark (Rabl et al. 2014). The sort benchmark
was simple: generate and then sort one million,
hundred-byte records stored on disk. Since its
appearance, different versions – mainly increas-
ing the input size – and the contests (Sortbench-
mark.org 1987) organized around the benchmark
have greatly influenced the data processing field.
The introduction of the sort benchmark in the
original MapReduce paper and it’s simplicity
but also its usefulness of stressing I/O compo-
nents (Poggi et al. 2014) of a system, sort –
in its 1-terabyte format – became the defacto
standard in big data benchmarks. TeraSort was
later standardized by the Transaction Process-
ing Performance Council (TPC) as TPCx-HS in
2014 (Nambiar et al. 2015) as a way to pro-
vide a technically rigorous and comparable ver-
sion of the algorithm. Since the first releases of
Hadoop – the open source implementation of
MapReduce in Examples (2016) – the Hadoop
examples package has been included with the dis-
tribution. Hadoop examples originally included
the Grep (also listed in Dean and Ghemawat
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(2004)) and WordCount sample applications as
microbenchmarks. The WordCount application
has been widely used in educational contexts,
becoming one of the first programs a user of
Hadoop would implement. WordCount is CPU
bound (Poggi et al. 2014), in that sense, not as
useful as TeraSort to stress and benchmark a clus-
ter. Since then, the Hadoop examples has grown
to include an increasing number of microbench-
marks and test applications (Noll 2011), most no-
tably the dfsio benchmark to measure the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) throughput.

Other notably early Hadoop benchmark
included in Hadoop v1 is GridMix by Douglas
et al. (2007). GridMix simulates multiple users
sharing a cluster and includes workloads of
cache loads, compression, decompression, and
job configuration regarding resource usage. The
Hadoop microbenchmark suite designed by Islam
et al. (2014) helps with detailed profiling and
performance characterization of various HDFS
operations. Likewise, the microbenchmark suite
designed by Lu et al. (2014) provides detailed
profiling and performance characterization of
Hadoop RPC over different high-performance
networks. Similarly, HiBench (Huang et al.
2010) has extended the dfsio program to
compute the aggregated throughput by disabling
the speculative execution of the MapReduce
framework. HiBench also adds machine learning
and web crawling benchmarks to the suite.
Similarly, BigDataBench from the ICT, Chinese
Academy of Sciences (2014) provides a
collection of over 33 microbenchmarks in
different categories.

As BigData evolves closer to data warehous-
ing and business intelligence (BI), so do the
benchmarks. Most likely, the Wisconsin bench-
mark was the first database-like microbenchmark,
designed to measure the performance of
individual SQL operators (DeWitt and Levine
2008). MRBench by Kim et al. (2008) is an early
example which provided microbenchmarks in
the form of MapReduce jobs derived from TPC-
H (Transaction Processing Performance Council
2014). The CALDA benchmark proposed
by Pavlo et al. (2009) was developed to compare
Hadoop against parallel database systems. It

included five SQL-based queries which could
be implemented to the target system. Both the
AMPLab and Hivebench benchmarks are based
on CALDA’s queries. The Yahoo! Cloud Serving
Benchmark (YCSB) (Cooper et al. 2010) is a set
of benchmarks for performance evaluations of
key/value pair and cloud data-serving systems.
YCSB was originally designed to compare
Cassandra, HBase, and PNUTS in a cloud setting
to a traditional database (MySQL). Over time,
YCSB has been extended to support a variety
of data systems (YCSB-Web 2017) and become
the de facto benchmark for key/value stores.
Also, YCSB is still frequently used in technical
conferences such as in Poggi and Grier (2017).

Foundations

Most benchmarks can be classified into two cat-
egories: micro- and macro-benchmarks. (Waller
2015)

Performance testing is a subset of performance
engineering (Jain 1991b; Testing 2017), where
microbenchmarking – or simply benchmarking –
is one of the main tools employed to verify reli-
ability and speed of a system. Microbenchmarks
are the first line of testing tools for determining
the correct functioning and configuration of a
node, the interconnect (networking), and then
the cluster – a group of networked computers
acting as one system. A microbenchmark is then
either a program or routine to measure and test
the performance of a single component, task, or
algorithm.

Microbenchmarks are used to measure simple
and well-defined quantities such as elapsed time,
the rate of operations – throughput, bandwidth, or
latency. Typical use cases for microbenchmarks
involve comparing algorithms (i.e., sorting) or
the performance of the same software routine
tested in different hardware platforms but using
the exact same input as in Waller (2015). Fur-
thermore, microbenchmarks often follow a white
box approach as they are implemented having the
specification of the target system or the applica-
tion’s code available.
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While there are several classifications of
benchmarks, according to Ehliar and Liu
(2004), there are two practical approaches
to benchmarking: micro and application-level
(macro). Furthermore, Ehliar et al. distinguishes
between micro and application-level according
to the ease of implementation and the testing of
one aspect at a time, as in microbenchmarks,
to creating a realistic and useful application
(macro). However, other authors such as Seltzer
et al. (1999) argue that many micro- and
macro-benchmarks do not efficiently model real
workloads. Thus part of the dangers of relying
only on benchmark results as the only basis for
high-level decisions.

Microbenchmarks in BigData
Traditionally microbenchmarks were associated
with the testing only of a system or lower-level
hardware components such as CPU, main mem-
ory, and I/O on a single node. In the networking
context, including a couple of nodes or network-
ing devices, but in both cases for a short period
of time. However, in the BigData scope, the
term microbenchmarking is broadened to include
the cluster of servers as the system under test
and to include the testing of the frameworks or
algorithms on which data applications are later
built on.

Moreover, microbenchmarks in BigData
include the testing of virtualized or logical
components such as distributed memory and file
systems provided by middleware and layers of
abstractions at the software level opposed to
the lower-level traditional system benchmarks.
Within this context, the metrics of interest are
either the total processing power, throughput, or
bandwidth of the cluster as a whole, usually for
a longer span of total test time which can last for
several days (Poggi et al. 2014) and large input
data sets to fully stress the total capacity of the
system.

Properties of a Good Microbenchmark
On the topic of benchmarking, (Gray 1992) has
identified four import criteria for a successful
benchmark: relevance, portability, scalable, and
simple. In particular, for microbenchmarks, sim-

plicity is the main priority as it must perform
a single, well-defined task, with reproducible
results. In Gregg (2013), the author makes an
emphasis of simplicity being the main advan-
tage of microbenchmarks. In BigData and cloud
computing, microbenchmarks also need to be
scalable in both weak and strong scaling. Strong
scaling refers to keeping the problem size –
the data set – fixed but increasing the number
of processing elements, typically the number of
nodes or containers. In weak scaling, the data
set is increased in proportion to the number of
processing units. The weak scaling property of
the microbenchmark is of particular importance
to BigData, as it provides a way to increase the
volume of data to be processed or scale factor as
in TPC (2017) benchmarks.

In practice, when benchmarking weak scaling
properties, the volume of data is also increased
without adding more processing capacity, to mea-
sure in part the stability of the system and the rate
in which performance decreases. Some examples
of weak vs. strong scaling can be found in the
ALOJA project results (ALOJA-Web 2015). The
property of portability in the BigData field is
usually covered as most widely used frameworks,
i.e., Hadoop and Spark, are based on the Java
virtual machine (JVM), which is multi-platform
compatible. Furthermore, GNU/Linux, Hadoop,
and Spark are open sourced, as well as most of
the aforementioned benchmarks. Relevance is the
most challenging feature of a microbenchmark.
Testing only a single task or component, a mi-
crobenchmark often does not represent a real-
world application or use case. A microbenchmark
can also misrepresent a system or measure an
incorrect property.

The Dangers of Microbenchmarks
Several authors have raised the importance and
of good practices in benchmarking and about
the dangers of using only microbenchmarks for
decision-making. In Traeger et al. (2008), authors
perform a comprehensive evaluation of over 106
storage benchmark research papers. Traeger et al.
(2008) claim that most benchmarks available at
the time were flawed and that statistical analysis
of results was mostly incomplete. Gregg (2013)
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adds to the dangers of benchmarking coining
the term “benchmarking sins.” The list of sins
includes casual benchmarking, benchmark faith,
testing the wrong thing, using complex tools,
cheating, and many statistical and numerical er-
rors while benchmarking. In Jain (1991a), the
author expands the list of “common mistakes
in benchmarking,” including not taking into ac-
count the overheads of monitoring tools and not
measuring transient performance. Traeger et al.
(2008) recommend using a combination of sev-
eral micro- and at least a macro-level benchmark
should be run on the target system to understand
better the performance.

Microbenchmarks, however, can excel in the
repeatability, portability, speed of execution, and
automation of the benchmarks as tests. For these
reasons, microbenchmarks are often part of Con-
tinuous Integration (CI) development tools to
detect performance regressions in new pieces of
code.

Microbenchmarks in the Development
Cycle
Microbenchmarks are often written as part of
software development and testing cycle. When
developing new functionality, the programmer
may decide – most often not – to write a test that
measures the performance of the new code. This
process usually occurs alongside the coding of
unit or functional code tests. As to performance
tests – microbenchmarks – usually take longer
to execute than unit tests; the tests might not be
run with every iteration of the CI suite. For this
reason, the performance tests are likely to be run
manually and often is the case in practice that is
not run frequently after the new feature is finished
and shipped.

A relevant example of microbenchmarks
in the development and testing process can
be found in the Apache Spark’s SQL project
source code repository (Apache Spark 2015).
The benchmark’s folder contains a base class to
encapsulate adding and running new benchmarks
a set of microbenchmarks. The test classes embed
the data generation step when needed and output
the CPU architecture and time details, as well as
the rate of operations achieved. These tests are

meant to be run in the developer workstation or
CI environment, as they are often single node or
even single-threaded – opposed to a full Spark
cluster setting. Moreover, most of these tests are
marked as ignored in the code, which prevents
the CI and testing such as maven or sbt tools to
run them by default.

Key Applications

It was mentioned in the Historical Background
Section that data processing benchmarks started
with the DebitCredit database benchmark and
specifically the included sort test (Rabl and Baru
2014). We can trace the influence of sort to
the original MapReduce publication (Dean and
Ghemawat 2004) and its TeraSort variant in-
cluded in the Hadoop examples and the TPCx-
HS standard (Nambiar et al. 2015). TeraSort is
still frequently used to benchmark new cluster
installations.

This section focuses on a selection of mi-
crobenchmarks that are still highly relevant to the
industry and are part of the BigData Benchmark-
ing Compendium by Ivanov et al. (2015) and
the works of Rabl and Baru (2014) and Poggi
et al. (2014). Here benchmarks are classified
into system, functional, and database categories.
Furthermore, several other early key microbench-
marks where mentioned such as Hadoop GridMix
and MRBench. Other benchmarks that have their
own section in this publication, such as HiBench,
SparkBench, and YCSB, are briefly discussed.

System

Disk and Filesystem Tools
For data processing, in particular, the storage
– disk and file systems – is one of the most
important resources to carefully design and tune
to achieve high performance. Here the focus is
on simple GNU/Linux tools that can be used to
test that the target system can achieve a stable
and desired operation. For input/output (I/O),
the metrics of interest are bandwidth measured
in megabytes-per-second MB/s, latency in mi-
croseconds, and the number of I/O operations per
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second or IOPS. IOPS and latency are metrics
that are gaining importance (Poggi and Grier
2017) as BigData evolves from batch to more
interactive use cases, i.e., streaming, also, to hard-
ware advances such as flash-based storage tech-
nologies, e.g., SSDs and NVMe. The task of disk
and network testing is usually assigned to system
administrators while the functional and database
to application roles. This situation leads to differ-
ent teams not sharing the results or repeating the
tests in the future, a situation which can lead to
decreased performance over time.

dd (dd 1985) is a disk utility found in most
Unix-like operating systems. Its primary purpose
is to create, convert, and copy files. However, it
can also be used for benchmarking raw disk de-
vices and file systems, as the tool has multiple op-
tions and flags both for reading and writing files.
Most notably, it contains options to access the
raw devices directly and to bypass OS caches. In
both cases, it performs only sequential operations
– opposed to random R/W. The sample output
below is an example of a mounted networked
volume from a popular cloud provider (Store
2017):
# dd sample o u t p u t f o r w r i t i n g 10GB of d a t a from EBS
10000+0 r e c o r d s i n
10000+0 r e c o r d s o u t
10485760000 b y t e s (10 GB) cop ied , 8 3 . 3 s , 126MB/ s

#dd sample o u t p u t f o r r e a d i n g 10GB of d a t a from EBS
10000+0 r e c o r d s i n
10000+0 r e c o r d s o u t
10485760000 b y t e s (10 GB) cop ied , 8 2 . 8 s , 126MB/ s

It is interesting to note that in this case, the drive
wrote and read at the same rate of 126 MB/s.
In this case, the volume is a networked-attached
SSD. Magnetic drives (HDD) usually present a
lower write than reading rate.
Flexible I/O Tester (FIO) (benchmark 2012
IOPS world record): FIO is the most widely
used tool by drive manufacturers to measure
device specifications. It was originally written
by Jens Axboe to automate the testing of Linux
schedulers and I/O subsystem. Since then it has
been ported to several operating systems outside
GNU/Linux including BSD, Solaris, and Win-
dows. FIO allows testing file systems or raw de-
vices directly. Also to do sequential and random
read and write tests. Multiple-file reading and
writing are also possible, as well as selecting the

number of jobs, I/O queue depth, I/O library, and
request (payload) size.

In addition to dd and FIO, which are single-
node tools, cluster-oriented tools are needed to
measure cluster-aggregated bandwidth for read-
ing and writing files. For example, for Hadoop’s
HDFS, the dfsio microbenchmark is often used.

Networking
For networking, the most widely used tool is
iperf (iperf 2003). Iperf can be started in client
or server mode to measure the bandwidth and
latency between two nodes. It has the limitation
of only accepting connections from one client. To
benchmark all of the nodes at the same time – and
stressing the switching infrastructure – several
servers and clients need to be started pointing to
different ports. Using this technique, it allows to
test the whole cluster, but the aggregated metrics
need to be calculated separately from the individ-
ual iperf reports.

Functional

Hadoop Examples and HiBench
On the BigData functional level, the most
widely used benchmarks include the examples
of the Hadoop examples package included
in most Hadoop distributions. The examples
have evolved from including only grep and
WordCount to over 15 sample jobs to test
a specific feature of the cluster or to aid in
Hadoop’s framework development. Running
Hadoop examples is discussed in depth in Noll
(2011) blog. Also, benchmarking platforms such
as ALOJA by Poggi et al. (2014) enables to
easily run a selection of tests in a target cluster,
as well as providing results of benchmarks ran
in several architectures. In Hadoop versions 2.7
and higher, the example applications have been
split into MapReduce and common packages.
The continuously growing list of supported
tests can be found at the examples repository
(2018). Below is a list of the most representative
benchmarks included and some of the extensions
found in the first version of HiBench (Huang
et al. 2010). HiBench started as a convenient
package and extension to the Hadoop examples
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but has evolved into a multi-framework and
custom benchmarking suite.

• TeraSort sorts 1TB of data generated by the
TeraGen program distributed with Hadoop.
TeraSort is widely used as a reference in
research papers as well as in BigData compe-
titions. TeraSort is I/O and CPU intensive.

• Wordcount counts the number of word oc-
currences in large text files. It is distributed
with Hadoop and used in many MapReduce
learning books. It is CPU bound.

• Sort uses the MapReduce framework to sort
the input directory into the output directory,
being predominately I/O and shuffle intensive.

• DFSIO (or Enhanced DFSIO in HiBench)
is an I/O-intensive benchmark to measure
throughput in HDFS using MapReduce. It
features separate read and write benchmarks.

• Pagerank, an implementation of Google’s
web PageRanking algorithm. It crawls
Wikipedia sample pages.

Additional benchmarks included in
HiBench:

• Bayes Bayesian Machine Learning classifica-
tion using the Mahout library. The input of this
benchmark is extracted from a subset of the
Wikipedia dump.

• K-means Mahout’s implementation of the k-
means algorithm for knowledge discovery and
data mining.

• HiveBench the OLAP-style Join and Aggre-
gation queries are adapted from the CALDA
benchmark (Pavlo et al. 2009). HiveBench has
the goal to test the Hive SQL performance.

SparkBench
SparkBench (Li et al. 2015), developed by IBM,
is a comprehensive Spark-specific benchmarking
suite. The purpose of SparkBench is to ana-
lyze tradeoffs between different configurations
in Spark and to guide system tuning. It is com-
posed of over ten workloads in four categories
including machine learning, graph processing,
streaming, and SQL queries. SparkBench reports
two metrics: job execution time (seconds) and
data process rate (MB/second).

Database
Besides hardware and software testing, BigData
benchmarking is heavily influenced by data pro-
cessing and databases in general. Moreover, cur-
rently it is sometimes difficult to differentiate
between a BigData system such as Spark with its
SQL library and a massively parallel processing
(MPP) database. Over time, what previously were
considered functional (Chen et al. 2012) or even
application-level benchmarks such as database
benchmarks such as the DebitCredit (Anon et al.
1985) and the Winsconsin benchmark (DeWitt
and Levine 2008; Chen et al. 2012); by extracting
specific queries, they can also be considered mi-
crobenchmarks. An early example of this fusion
is the CALDA benchmark, a simple benchmark
used initially to compare Hadoop to a distributed
database. Over time, CALDA (and its variants)
became the de facto benchmark for the early
SQL-on-Hadoop (Poggi et al. 2016) systems such
as Hive and Spark, with the later AMPLab (AM-
PLab 2013) adaptations of CALDA.

CALDA – Pavlo’s Benchmark and Adaptations
Pavlo’s benchmark (Pavlo et al. 2009; Stone-
braker et al. 2010) consists of five tasks defined
as SQL query testing scans, joins, aggregations,
and a user-defined function (UDF). The bench-
mark was developed to specifically compare the
capabilities of Hadoop with those of commercial
parallel relational database management systems
(RDBMS) but was used as a base to also compare
newer emerging frameworks such as Hive and
Spark.

AMP Lab BigData Benchmark extended
CALDA to measure the analytical capabilities
of BigData warehousing solutions in general.
The hosted benchmark results currently provide
quantitative and qualitative comparisons of
five data warehouse systems: RedShift, Hive,
Stinger/Tez, Shark, and Impala. It supports
different data sizes to scale also in cluster size.

YCSB
The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB)
(Cooper et al. 2010; Patil et al. 2011) is a set
of benchmarks for performance evaluations of
key/value pair and cloud data-serving systems.
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YCSB was originally designed to compare Cas-
sanda, HBase, and PNUTS in a cloud setting
to a traditional database (MySQL). Over time,
YCSB has been extended to support a variety of
data systems (YCSB-Web 2017) also including
MongoDB and Riak and has become the de facto
benchmark for key/value stores. Also, YCSB is
still frequently used in technical conferences such
as in Poggi and Grier (2017).

Concluding Remarks

As final words, there is a fine distinction between
micro- and macro-level benchmarks. What
initially was presented as a complex, application-
like benchmark, over time, as its behavior is
understood and technology advances, mi-
crobenchmarks are usually extracted from
the application, as is the case with BigData
microbenchmarks, especially in the database-
like properties of the systems. Microbenchmarks
today are still the first line of performance testing
during development and setting up a production
system. Furthermore, the benchmarking field
is constantly evolving, and microbenchmarking
inheriting functionality from macro-benchmarks
and expanding with technology.

Cross-References
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